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From the Director
Welcome to the first issue of the International Flying Disc Collector's
Association newsletter. It has been an uphill battle but we have
conquered the first issue, with the second issue to follow close behind. I
personally believe this association to be a beneficial addition to our sport
as well as to its members. We now have a source to inform collectors
worldwide of what to look for in collecting flying discs. The scope of this
newsletter is to be informative to all kinds of collectors and open a forum
to collectors internationally. -It's our aim to try to always include all types
of flying disc collecting, i.e., ultimate, freestyle, antique, golf discs, etc.
We will try to cover quantities made and slight changes in the manufacturing
proc~ss that make some flying discs rare and desirable collectables. We
will also cover history as well as current production discs being produced
today.
The goal of this association from the Directors standpoint will be to
indentify the flying disc collectors of the world, and to establish targeted
major tournaments for association members to meet to hold swap meets
and auctions. We will use the newsletter to report on these swap meets
as they happen, and to report what others are collecting or want to collect
and any tips they may have to share with the association membership. To
achieve this we will need ~ collectors to submit articles to the
newsletter. Your articles can be a neatly handwritten short story about
your collection and how you started collecting flying discs, or it can be an
extensive report on the history of your favorite oldies. So let me
encourage all to start writing and submitting articles to us now for future
publication. It will take all interested collectors to achieve this and make
this newsletter an informative publication. So please submit the articles
you have without delay so we can have a greater selection for use in
upcoming newsletters.
Enjoy the first issue and have fun collecting but remember to keep it
in the right perspective.

Collectively yours,

Rick Neil

If you find mistakes in this publication, please
consider that they are there for a purpose. We
publish something for everyone, and some people
are always looking for mistakes!!!

CONTEST
Help us name our Collector's Newsletter!
Submit in writing your suggestions for the name of this publication.
The winning entry will be selected by the IFDCA staff.
IFDCA staff and family members are ineligible.
Winner will receive a collectable disc valued at $25.00.
Send:
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP
TELEPHONE#
and
SUGGESTION
to:
IFDCA CONTEST
P.O. Box 470794
Tulsa, OK 74147-0794

The Most
Collectable Name
in Flying Discs.
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Technical
Report on the
Frisbie Pie Tin
by Gary Seubert, A.W.C.F.M. *
(*not cleared for sidearm skips)
It is indeed possible that Frisbie pie tins have been
flying around the Eastern United States for nearly
100 years. In an effort to discover what technical difficulties were encountered by the original "Frisbie
Freaks," several tests where recently made in sunny
(?) New Brunswick and Frisbee World is honored to
make the results available.
A brief bit of history is first necessary for those
readers not familiar with the most popular theory of
Frisbee®origin. Employees of the Frisbie Bakery in
Bridgeport, Connecticut (1871-1958) had reportedly
been observed spending their idle moments flinging
the metal pie plates back and forth across the parking lot. This " craze " soon spread to neighboring Yale
and Harvard, where the shout of "Frisbie" was heard
far and wide in attempts to warn friends of an occasional errant throw about to catch them by surprise.
The Frisbie pie tins available for testing purposes
were of the " 10 inch" (approximate outside diameter)
size. Reliable sources indicate that a "restaurant
size" tin measuring over 12 inches was also produced, in addition to both eight and four inch models.
Efforts to obtain examples of these are continuing
and results of any future tests will appear at a later
date.
Within the " 10-inch " category alone, there are at
least 12 varieties exhibiting various hole patterns,
lettering styles, weights, etc. Fortunately the flight
characteristics of most are similiar but a brief description of the basic variations follows :
HOLES:

Most tins have at least 5 small holes arranged in
various patterns, apparently helping to cool the fresh
pies. The earliest configuration is believed to be the
single letter " F" spelled out in eight, three-millimeter
holes in the center of the tin . The most common
arrangement is the "star' pattern, consisting of five
holes which, if measured on their imaginary " star"
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connecting lines, are spaced three-inches apart. These
holes measure either 3Y2 or SY2 millimeters in diameter and at times, a sixth hole of equal size appears
in the exact center of the tin. A variation of the " star"
pattern exists on a few of the heavier tins. Several
additional holes appear in a random pattern around
the basic " star" and holes of this design have the
largest diameter of any, measuring six millimeters.
LETTERING:

Other than the " F" model, all Frisbie pie tins sport
the words "Frisbie's Pies," formed by indented letters
which measure either two or three centimeters in
height. There are, however, several interesting exceptions and variations. The lettering can be read by
looking " into" most of the tins. Several " backwards"
tins read properly only if held face down, thus causing the indented letters to actually be raised on th e
inside_surface of the tin. This rule is contradicted in
at least one case where the letters themselves are
raised and were apparently formed by a different die.
(Please note that if the last paragraph did not confuse
you, reading it over several times most surely will !).
To further complicate matters, the word " Dep" (or
" Set Dep" ) may be found in the center of a few tins of
either size lettering. It has not yet been determined if
these "Deposit" tins are from the early or more recent
" bakerY period."

WEI·GHT:
The weights of pie tins tested varied from a low of
107 to a 135 grams. The heavier tins are of a thicker
gauge metal and are much less flexible than their
lighter counterparts, especially in the center area of
the tin.
Enough description of the cosmetic variations and
on to performance. Tests were made both indoors
(with mats on the floor) and outdoors in an open field
with a slight breeze from the south. As mentioned
previously, the flight characteristics of the various
tins were basically similar. The data that follows is a
composite of all tins used and can be considered to
represent an average Frisbie pie tin.
FIGURE A
FADE---~

shouting of " Stand more to the right, Joe! " or other
such " catch " phrases.
The longest distance achieved was a respectable
62-yard toss by lrv " Dr. 1. " Kalb. While this may not
sound like one of the good Doctor's better distance
efforts, you must consider that during the middle
phases of flight (waft and wane) a, pie tin has much
less capacity for floating than a plastic disc and
thereby drops sharply (ouch!) to the ground.
If one were to choose a Frisbie pie tin for use in
tournament events, Maximum Time Aloft and Throw,
Run & Catch would most certainly not be the choices
when the lack of hovering is combined with the instability. You find that in rare instances when you can
both estimate and arrive at the proper location for
the catch, the tin is descending at such a speed and
sharp angle, that the event appears more like Guts.

OR

If tournament directors were fortunate enough to
have an unlimited number of tins at their disposal,
_s_ome in~eresting Guts games would most certainly
result. Although nearly uncatchable in most cases,
when a high-speed grab is made the doubling-over of
the disc is permanent!

UNSTABLE

Freestyle play using a Frisbie pie tin creates one
major problem- tipping. After three or· four consecutive finger tips, the player is immediately forced to
.add several layers of tape to the tipping finger. Although no tins were cracked , a few began to exhibit
some "stress" marks in the form of indentations from
foot and finger tipping. Kicking several upside-down
throws seems to remedy the situation, if only
temporarily.

FIGURE 8
...,---FADE

Frisbie pie tins are found to be, for the most part,
unstable in flight. Strictly speaking , instability refers
to a " fade " either with or against the rotation . However, it has been traditional (that is, begun by Roger
Barrett- most terms were) to refer to two different
instabilities in disc flight :
Therefore, for our purposes, " unstable" describes
a disc thrown with a right-handed backhand delivery
curving or fading toward the right during its flight.
The stability improves , however, when rotation is
increased by a more violent wrist snap upon release.
As no tins sported the slogan " Flat Flip Flies Straight,"
it can be assumed that the curving of early thrown
plates was not recognized as a major problem by the
bakery employees and was compensated for by the

Most standard trick catches (ie, behind-the-back,
between-the-legs, follows , catches, etc.) can . be executed with a minimum of difficulty. Nail delays are
especially easy when performed using a tin having
the "star" hole arrangement with the extra hole in
the .center.
Skipping a Frisbie pie tin is no easy task on any
surface , including concrete . Most attempts using a
variety of grips produced unsatisfactory results but
one overhand wrist flip on blacktop did manage to
rise about six inches after initial contact and before
being run over by a school bus.
In summary, while the Frisbie pie tin is a fine conversation piece, it should probably be kept on a shelf
and not considered for serious play. It can , however,
be effectively utilized in demonstrations to show how
our favorite pastime got its start.
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A unique name for a .unique disc.
Very few of them are known to exist
- less than ten, even if you count the
beautiful mint condition sample on
display at the Wham-0 Mfg. Company's "Wall of Fame." The Zolar is a
close cousin to the famous Mystery
''Y" regular model, both of which
were made by the Empire Plastic
Company of Pelham, New York in
the late fifties.
So far, the colors known to exist

are red, blue, silver, and turquoise,
all having a circular white hot stamp
design as seen in the pictures accompanying this article. That hot stamp is
one of the factors that makes this rare
and historical disc all the more significant and desirable as a collector's
item. It appears to be.the very first example of a hot stamped decoration
used on a flying disc. Unlike modern
day hot stamp technology, though,
the white coloring of the Zolar hot
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stamp easily scrapes off with a light ·
stroke of the fingernail.
The main difference between the
Zolar and the Mystery "Y" regular is
the structure of the flight plate. The
Zalar's flight plate is relatively flat
from the shoulder to the edge of the
cupola, whereas the Mystery Y has a
flight plate that slopes upward at a
slight angle from the shoulder for approximately two inches, then flattens
out for another one and an eighth

Zolar was made first. One strong indication supporting this theory is the
existence of an Empire Plastic Company information sheet picturing
both the tournament and regular size
''Y" models. The tournament size
model pictured on the sheet is the actual disc as it was sold, engraving and
all. The picture of the regular model,
however, is an obvious prototype of
some sort, and not the actual Mystery
''Y" disc itself. The regular size ''Y"
model that was marketed by Empire
had the same engraving pattern that
the larger "Y" model did, but the picture on the information sheet shows a
disc that has the words "FRISBEE"
stenciled on rather than engraved.
Also missing is the engraving of the
two fellows playing catch.
We theorize that when the Empire
Plastic Company was preparing to
market a smaller version of their large
disc, there were no samples yet
available for the advertising department who was putting together the information sheet. Therefore, they probably took an already existing disc
that they had access to and mocked it
up to look like the soon-to-come
regular size ''Y" model.
The actual disc in the picture on the
information sheet looks suspiciously
close to what an un-hot stamped
Zolar would have looked like if it
were to have had the words
''FRISBEE" stenciled on it in the
manner demonstrated in the picture.
If that were indeed the case, then the
Zolar must have come first.
Another indication that the Zolar
mold was manufactured before the
Mystery "Y'' is the fact that when the
Empire Plastic Company went out of
the disc manufacturing business,
Wham-0 acquired their disc making
molds and a small variety of leftover
inches before reaching the edge of the discs. The discs were both Zolars and
cupola. An interesting fact here is Mystery "Y''s, but the only molds acthat the circular juncture formed quired were those used for making
where the inner flight plate meets the the Mystery "Y" discs. This indicates
outer flight plate is the exact same that Empire may have created one of
diameter of the circular hot stamp their Mystery regular molds by
retooling what would have been the
design on the Zolar.
Which came first, the Zolar or the mold that the Zolar discs came from.
This is all speculation though; even
Mystery ''Y"? No one knows for sure,
and there doesn't seem to be any way Wham-0 officials are not sure of exof fmding out. But there are some actly what they acquired when the
clues that lead us to believe that the Empire Plastic Company went out of

the disc making business. All we
know for sure is that two different
Wham-0 regular model molds were
made from retooled Mystery "Y"
molds, and that the tournament size
''Y" mold is still in Wham-O's possession. But there is no sign of a Zalar
mold. One conclusion that fits all
these facts is that the Zalar mold was
retooled into a Mystery ''Y" mold
which means, of course, that the
Zalar had to come first.
The only thing keeping collectors
from being comfortable with this
theory is the fact that the Zalar disc
was hot stamped. Disc hot stamping
did not gain popularity until the mid
60's, so it is curious that a pre-1959
disc is found with a hot stamped
design. Some collectors seem to think
that this is evidence that the Zalar
must have followed the Mystery ''Y"
models, rather than preceded them.
Others seem to think that the
premature nature of the hot stamp indicates that it could indeed be a
pre-1959 disc and that it represents
the very first in hot stamp
technology. Still others think that the
design is not a true hot stamp at all,
but some other means of decoration
that was tested on the Zalar, but
abandoned in favor of engraving the
mold, thus, the retooling of the mold
into the intricately engraved ''Y"
model.
In other words, no one knows for
sure about the Zalar, except that it is
old, rare, and a highly desirable collector's item. If you have one, let us
know what color it is so an accurate
accounting of how many exist of each
color can be made. We will keep our
collecting readers informed as we uncover new facts about the Zalar.

Flying The Zolar
The Zalar comes out on the
short end of things when you
start talking about its flight
characteristics. It turns over
badly in an understable mode
when thrown with hign velocity,
and falls off in the overstable
mode when thrown slowly. If
two people stand close enough
together and throw with just the

right velocity, a reasonable
game of catch can be played
with it, but that's it.
If you've thrown an early
Humphrey Flyer (molds 3,4,5, or
6}, you have a pretty good idea
of the Zalar flight characteristics. It just wouldn 't make it in
today's market, but in its time
the only discs available that
would fly better were the Pluto
Platter and the Space Saucer.

TfRMS: 2% 10

DAY~

FOB l'flHA!I MANOR. N.Y.

NO. 84 Fl!ISBE£

Pofythet~e Saucer showinr the

WOrd FRISBEE in laree print

~tou~ Instructions on Plastic

:~~nsa~:f•ucer. Colorful
Z'JO~_:~sst red. blue & yellow
·m

diameter

PA~~: I dOLinner-6 dOL
WEIGHT: 191bs.

NO. Ill GIANT Fl!ISBE£
Wfe II~· PGiythene S.utet
Instructions IO< FRISBff on baa
ofplast•cph!ce.lndividuaur
~'tt~~ in colorful box.
SIZf: ~~~~~::ue & yellow
PACKfO: I dOL
WEIGHT: 91bs.

EMPIRE PLASTIC CORP p lh
·· • am Manor, N.Y.

I~
(above) . Note that the " Y'/ model
portrayed on this Empire Plastic
Company promo sheet is not the same
as the actual "Y'' disc as shown on the
left.
(left). The central plate portion of the " Y''
model is the exact same size as the
circular hot stamp design on the Zolar.
Does it mean anything? Or is it a
coincidence?
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!tlll!KA!
By Bob Morton

What a Find
By Bob Morton

Instructions: Two players face each other 30 feet apart
with one foot on a fixed spot. The Frisbee® is glided from
one to the other. If the Frisbee® is caught or out of
receiver's reach, he scores a point. If he moves his "fixed"
foot, uses more than one hand or fails to catch the
Frisbee®, the thrower scores a point.
Thrower and receiver alternate. A score of 21 points wins.
These rules, believed to be the original instructions to
the game of Frisbee®, appear on the underside of the
Mystery "Y". This pre-Wham-0 disc is one of those discs
whose complete history is not totally clear. We do know
that the Mystery "Y" was manufactured around 1956 by
Empire Plastic Corporation of Pelham Manor, New York.
The Mystery "Y" was made in two sizes. The first
produced was the larger of the two , the Tournament
Model. It was approximately 11 .5 inches in diameter and
was available in three colors- red, blue, and yellow. The
instructions for the game of Frisbee® were engraved on
the underside. The word Frisbee® was engraved in bold
block letters on the top-side on opposite sides of the disc.
Next to be produced was the smaller Pro Model. It was
approximately 9.5 inches in diameter. It was also available in the same three colors. The Frisbee® game
instructions were also on the underside of the Pro, and
that's about where the similarities end .
On the top-side oft he Pro Model, however, the changes
are clear. On opposite sides of the disc, the word
Frisbee® is stenciled in and is slightly recessed, making
the plastic thinner and subject to cracking after having
been thrown awhile.
There are two engraved figures playing catch on the
top-side. The figure on the right has the letter "Y" on his
chest. Herein lies the mystery. No one knows for sure
what the "Y" stands for. Some believe the "Y" stands for
Yale University. Throwing the Frisbee® was very popular
among college students on the East coast during the late
50s. Hence the story for Yale.
Around 1956 Wham-0 bought the Empire Plastic
Corporation . Shortly thereafter Wham-0 sold the remaining stock and retooled the Mystery "Y" mold, thus
ending the saga of Empire Plastic. But the Mystery "Y"
will be a topic of interest to collectors until if ever the
mystery is solved.
It is certain that the Mystery "Y" is a ~and historic
piece and would make a YSml nice addition to any disc
collection. There is no doubt that you have a piece of
flying disc history and that few discs will ever attain the lore
and status of the Mystery "Y" .
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Since I began disc collecting back in 1978, I have been
fortunate to make a few great finds, quite by accident. My
biggest find happened in 1980. A married couple in our
Frisbee® Club introduced me to another married couple
who enjoyed playing and watching Freestyle. One afternoon the new couple called and invited me to their
house to visit. They knew I was an avid player and they
were interested in the fact that I also collected flying discs.
Just before I left, Robert left the room and returned with a
blue disc. From a distance, my guess was that he had a
Humprey Flyer.
Though I wasn't particularly collecting Flyers, I thought
it was very nice of them to want to help add to the Morton
collection, especially since they didn't know me real well.
When Robert handed me the disc the word "Frisbee®"
jumped out at me. My first thought was this is some kind
of a knock-off? Boy was I in for a surprise!
As it turned out, they still had the packaging and I took
that also. What surprised me was that the cardboard
backing and instruction sheet were Wham-0, Inc. The
wheels of speculation began to turn.
I asked them where the disc came from? As a young
girl, Gayle had been given a Hula-Hoop and the disc. She
put the disc up and played with the Hula-Hoop. The disc
had been put away for a number of years and it wasn't until
that very day that she even had looked at it.
They did open the package and threw the disc a couple
of minutes and then decided to give the disc to me. The
disc is in virtually mint condition, with no significant
scratches anywhere. A short time later Stan
Korth, a collector and player oft he Highland Avenue Aces
guts team fame (former World Champions), was in town
for a visit. He looked at the disc and told me I had a Pro
Model Mystery "Y", and that it was a very nice valued
antique . After a very informative talk with Stan , I called
Robert and Gayle and explained what I had learned about
the disc and its' value.
I offered to pay them for the disc. They wouldn~ hear
of it! They told me to keep my money and the disc and just
enjoy it. I have most certainly done that over the years,
showing it off to other collector friends. It has been a good
conversation piece and alot of enjoyment. It just goes to
show you that you never know what a friend may give you
knowing that you collect old flying discs.

'
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Collecting Flying Discs for Fun & Enjoy111ent
By Ralph Williamson
Your writer is a retired Boeing Aeronautical Engineer and I have been interested in flying disc sports since 1969. I am the local teaching pro
at th e Lakewood Disc Golf Club in Seattle, Washington where regular tournaments are held almost every weekend, and I coordinate the club's
activities and newsletter. My flying disc collection has been shown on local television and in newspapers several times the past few years. The
high point of my year is to get an invitation to the Professional Disc Golf Association (PDGA) World Championships. With StiCh limited space
available, in the following article I have only touched on a few of the high points offlying disc collecting.

Walk through the park when the weather
is good, have a beach picnic, or most anywhere people congregate on a nice day, and
you're likely to see people enjoying flying
discs. With the world-wide fascination with
fly ing discs, it is ironic that very little bas
ever been written on collecting them. But
with coins, stamps, cars, baseball cards, tea
cups, dolls, (etc.), however the information
U1at abounds is staggering. Even with the
emergence of the Professional Disc Golf
Association, with almost 7,000 members
and disc golf courses all over the globe, and
even with Ultimate Frisbee® Teams on every college and high school campus and
even with thousands of freestylers on the
beaches and in the parks, it still remains that
very little information bas been produced on
collecting.
1suspect this will change, however, when
the general population realizes just how
important our flying disc beitage really is.
Consider for just a moment a few interesting
facts :
1. The world's very flrst plastic flying
disc has never been found- even though we
know it's creator, the kind of material it was
made from, and the date of creation (1947).
2. The world's largest collection of flying
discs is packed away in boxes at the owner's
home in Hawaii. Nothing bas ever been
written on this vertable gold mine of discs
and storehouse of information.
3. Although the Wbam-0 Pro Model
(mold 1) was produced for six years (19641969), not one of these bas ever been found.
Note: The backward 1 (mold 1 backwards)
however, is owned by several collectors.

These are only a few of the most interesting subjects about collecting flying discs .
Entire books could be written on the many
exciting facets of this subject. That is another
chapter and some day it will be done, illustrated with drawings and pictures.
I have been fascinated by flying discs
from the frrst time I picked one up at a church
picnic in 1969. It was a green comer drug
store Wbam-0 Regular model. Having a
background of working on missiles and
airplanes at the Boeing Company and having been interested for a long time in flight
dynamics, the more I tried to unsuccessfully
throw it, the more confused I became about
this flying toy. I didn't sleep much that night.
In the following days and weeks, I consulted
every kid in the park on his grip, release,
follow-through (etc.), until it finally became
clear that a successful throw amounts to two
simple things: (1) spin, and (2) angle of
release. In the next few years, the International Frisbee® Association (IFA) began
offering a Master's Frisbee® Degree and
World Class Master's Frisbee® Degree if
you could pass a series of tests. Getting
those two lilies was a real rush.
Sometime in the early 1970's, Wbam-0
started offering collector's items such as
metal flake Super Pros, Styrene Masters and
pink Pro models. I knew that if I ordered
some of these - there would be many, many
more things I'd just have to have - and its
been going on ever since.

The fascination continued to grow. First
there were Frisbee® accuracy contests with
gift certificates given to the winner by the
'clothing store at the local shopping mall.
Then we learned to do tipping - it was real
cool if you could tip a disc 10 times. With
encouragement from Wbam-0, we would
do half-time freestyle shows for the NBA
Basketball teams here in Seattle's Coliseum
and the King Dome. We cracked so many
discs that Wbam-0 would replace them for
us a box at a time.
In those days, many of the people who
played Frisbee® tournaments were also
collectors and brought boxes of discs to
trade. Often the trading sessions would last
on into the night. It was a wonderful time to
learn about flying discs.
Other local players started collecting
and soon there were serveral important collections in Seattle and around the country.
The trading among collectqr's never ceased.
I began making regular rounds to the
local junk stores, second-band outlets and
thrift stores where some of the valuable
antiques and many of the fun discs in my
collection came from . If I bad a specialty
within the antique category, it would be
Pluto Platters. My collection contains
around 75 of them.
Today my collection is 5000 discs. John
Kirkland of Kailua, Hawaii bas amassed a
collection probably three times as large.
Sheryl Newland of Bellevue, Washington
bas a collection of about 3000. These are
the three largest collections known, with
many smaller ones scattered around the
world, mostly in the U .S.
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Here is a description of son1e of the
The hottest disc in my collection is a black Bullet golf disc with the dimpled golf ball logo on the top side.
This disc is so small that the PDGA declared it illegal for competition.
The dwnbest disc in my collection is a set of two 119g-size discs in a long shrink pack called "Aerial Golf'
containing nine flag poles, some score cards and instructions on how to hit the flag poles.
The most beautiful disc in my collection is a blue Morrison ''Flyin Saucer" (PAT. PEND.) with six arcuate
vanes made by Pipco of Glendale, California Part ofits beauty is simply its age (itjustlooks old) and has a slightly
wellished surface but when held up against a background light, the most elegant blue striations can be seen
radiating outward from the center like a quasar.
The most valuable disc in my collection is a white Speedy in the package. Some collectors have dubbed
this disc the ''Wham-0 Edsel", because it was too light and never did sell well. Ironically, the packaging says
"Flying Saucer- Flies Like Crazy".
The most weird disc in my collection is a 119g-size yellow disc from India. Two of these (yellow and pink)
were found in 1985 by a friend on vacation while in a toy shopinNini Tal, a small mountain village where native
Indians vacation during the very hot summer months. The discs which have a sharp dome-shaped cupola like an
Indian or Russian church steeple, were found hanging in the sun near the front of the store.
The oldest disc in my collection is a Frisbie pie tin (circa 1900) with perlorated ''F" for Frisbie's Pies.
The heaviest disc in my collection is a fastback-type disc made of aluminum alloy.
The largest disc in my collection is the giant 15- inch Saucer Tosser from Concept Products of Minneapolis,

MN.
The smallest disc in my collection is a thin nickel-size plastic disc shot from a toy gun.
The ugliest disc in my collection is a small 7-inch disc made by Parker Brothers- an orange 2-inch Q-Bert
with a pig-like nose extends up through the center of the disc.
The most unlikely disc in my collection is a kit from Eddie Bauer called ' 'Flight Rings" which features five
custom-designed, pre-cut rings (pentagon, toroid, diamond, trapezoid and crescent) of approximently 13 inches,
a 20 page instruction,
perlormanceand design
manual and three sheets
of custom fiberboard to
design and construct
your own rings.
The most worthless disc in my collection
is a three-inch plastic
flying ring which came
out of a cereal box.
Some day very soon I
will take all the 300-400
of these rings of all sizes
from my collection and
dump them on some
children's home.
The most hip disc
in my collection is called
with a few discs from his collection.
"Catch-a-Buzz, Toss &
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Inost fun discs in DlY collection:
Toke" from Altered Perceptions ofFarmingdale,NY. This 119g-sizedisc has a smoking pipe built into the center.
Detailed instructions on the back of the package show you how to load the pipe, take a toke and then toss it to a
friend. After a few tokes and tosses, altered perception occurs and you catch a buzz.
The most technical disc in my collection is a gasoline engine-driven Cox Star Cruiser UFO. It is 4 inches
high and 14 inches in diameter and very spacey-looking. You first start the engine to creat hovering capability
then nudge or fling it in any direction you want Its antique brother, the original yellow (possibly other colors)
Cox Space Flyer is a disc sought after by all serious collectors.
The funniest disc in my collection is the B ullshisbie, a 9-inch plastic flattened glob of bull dung in a package.
Fortunately the package
is sealed and the dung
paddy is dry. Instructions on the back
encourage you to "Give
one to you know who
and ask, have you had
any thrown at you
lately?", and to "Throw
some back". In addition, the back panel has
a "BullshisbieAward for
Performance of Excellence in the Skill of
Throwing It Perfectly,
from theBS Academy''.
Here's Ralph with quite a few more discs in his collection. You'd smile too if you had this
The lightest disc in
many discs in your collection! How does he decide what to throw and what not to throw?
my collection is a 34gram 141g-size ''Ladies and Gentleman, the Rolling Stones" made from styrofoam. It has the characteristic big
ugly pretentious tongue logo used by the Rolling Stones on their record albums and CDs.
The most interesting disc in my collection is a white Wham-0, Pro Model, Fastback (Circa 1970) given to
me by Spider Willis, an early freestyler who lived at Huntington Beach, California in the late 1960's and early
1970's. This was a brand new disc thatWham-0 was experimenting with and a free one was mailed to many of
the freestyler players known to Wham-0 at the time.
The most political disc in my collection is a white Humphrey Flyer with the inscription "Give Dick a Toss"
that appeared about the time that Richard Nixon was banished from the presidency.
The longest disc in my collection is a blackWham-0 165g with a 10 foot silver vinyl tail sold by the Klutz
Flying Apparatus Catalog people of Palo Alto, California. Its flight is strange but beautiful to watch.
The most surprising disc in my collection is an orange pro-like disc from Plastic Pipe Fittings (PPF) of
Dearbom, :MI. This sturdy 140 gram disc is an extremely good flyer and almost identical to the Wham-0 pro
model. I first acquired the PPF in the mid 1970's and it seems curious that the flight rings went without notice
by Wham-0 who owned the patent to flight rings at the time. A square-shouldered version of the PPF was made
years earlier but was called the "PFI", short for Plastic Fittings, Inc.
The most macho disc in my collection is from Mattei, Inc.-a blue 141g-size disc with 12 raised 112-inch
domes around its periphery, a raised double cupola and five inlaid pictures of the comic character Thor shown
giitting his teeth.
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The Ulti1nate Condor
The 1979 Disc of the Year
The art form of disc imprinting is relatively new .
Commercial printing of course, bas been done since the
introduction of the Wbam-0 Professional® model in 1964
and continued most actively in the area of Premium
imprinting. Tbe appearance of player and club-inspired
art on discs, however, is much more recent, beginning
with the Minnesota Frisbee® disc Association 119-G
which initiated the Wbam-0 club imprint program in
1975 .
Over the years since 1975, there have been some great
(and some ghastly) designs imprinted. The result,
however, has been to stimulate creative thoughts about
this dynamic art form and to rapidly accelerate the collecting cult. One of the most exciting aspects of this
imprinting bas been the emergence of excellent artistic
talent within the playing community. The best art is
coming from folks who play and understand the impact of
their work . In an attempt to honor that development and
stimulate quality work, the disc of the year contest was

initiated by IFA® for 1979. All club imprints of Frisbee discs in
'79 w~re automatically considered. The flrst cut was to 30 discs;
the second to 15 and the third to 5. Opinions were gathered from
the IFA staff, the Wbam-0 art department and various players.
The last cut of 5 discs became the honorable mentions. Each of
these is an outstanding design by very talented player/artists.
The winning design was conceived and produced by Gary
Chafe of the Santa Barbara Condors. Gary bas provided a
number of exceptional contributions to the disc art form over the
years including the design for the original Santa Barbara NAS
meet t-sbirt which bas become a classic collector's item.
As an award, Gary and the Condors have been given 140 clear
80 molds carrying the winning design in black and gold. These
discs are destined to be an exceptionally valuable collector's item
and are available from both the artist and the club.
Editor's note: The famous design pictured below was printed
first on 80 molds in black hotstamp, then in black and silver
hotstamp, then in black and gold hotstamp. The white 80 molds
were produced in 200 quantities for Gary and the Condors.
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Honorable Mentions

The above article was reprinted with permission from the spring wrap-up 1980 Frisbee® disc World Volume 5 Number 2
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The Wham-0 HDX™Model Frisbee®Disc
THE " HDX " DISCS
PRODUCTION
DATE

The History

COLOR

80
80

Silver HDX 80
Blank

1000
5+

n6

Blue

80
80
80
80

Silver HDX 80
Gold HDX 80

1000

Gold I. F. A.
Blank

100..150
3+

ChenyRed

80
80

Gold HDX 80
Red HDX 80

5000
3+

Watermelon

80
80
80
80

Red HDX 80
Gold HDX 80
Copper HDX Model
Blank

5000
1+
550
5+

80
80
80

Silver HDX 80
Gold HDX 80
Blank

1500
1+
20+

Silver HDX 80
Gold HDX 80
Copper HDX Model
Blank

10,000
5,000
2,200
5+

Gold HDX Model
Copper HDX Model
Blank

5 ,000
5,000
5+

Purple HDX Model
Silver HDX Model
White HDX Model
Blank
Blank (has slight lavender lint, almost

5,000
8+
2

5179

Green

5180

Yellow

8Q..c

BQ..c
8Q..c

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------------4181

Lavender

81-c
81-c
81-c
81-c
81-c

u~nted!)

8/81

Charcoal

80-e
80-e
80-e
80-e
80-e
80-e
80-e
80-e

2182

Red Peach

80-e
80-e

Dan designed the hotstamp for the
new discs. It consisted of an outer band
or ring with the Frisbee® logo at the top
and the HDX™ designation at the bottom. Inside this ring was a series of
short radial lines of different lengths
pointing toward (but not reaching) the
center of the disc. This design was
nicknamed "chattertop" due to the noise
generated when the fingernail (or other
delay object) left the open center and
moved to the radial lines when the disc
was spinning upside down. The Early
HDX™ design had a single color
hotstamp, but this changed into a twocolor hotstamp; one color for the Frisbee®
logo ring, another color for the radial
lines. It was easy to see that this disc
was going to be an attractive collectable.

VINTAGE

Peach

Green

The result - the High Durability
eXperimental Frisbee®, more commonly
known as the HDX™ , was molded from
a low density polyethylene. The new
plastic was tested by freezing the discs,
then subjecting them to breakage tests.
They proved to be superior in strengh to
the World Class Frisbee® plastic.

HOT STAMP
DESCRIPTION

n6

By Steven B. Ward
As the sport of Freestyle flourished
in the mid to late 1970s, there arose a
definite need for a flying disc made of
sturdier plastic. Repeated tipping, especially in cold weather, would cause
the discs to crack, thereby shortening
the Freestyle life of the disc. Dan Roddick
of Wham-0, Inc., an accomplished
Freesty ler himself, heard the outcries of
his fellow Freestylers and urged Wham0 execs to explore the possibility of a
flying disc made of stronger material.

MOLD

3/82

Red Rose

80-e
80-e
80-e
80-e
80-e
80-e
80-e

Black HDX Model
Metallic Blue HDX Model
Silver HDX Model
Copper HDX Model
Metallic Green HDX Model
White & Gold World Class 165 g.
(signature model, 167 In the package)
Gold Wor1d Class 165 g. (not signature)
Blank
White & Gold World Class 165 g.
(signature model , in the package!)
Blank

5+

3+
2,000
3,000

2
1

367
3-5
5+

1500..2500
5+
5,000
1

80-e

Silver & Metallic Red HDX Model
Metalic Red & Gold HDX Model
Red & Sliver HDX Model
Red & Copper HDX Model
Red & Metallic Red HDX Model
Copper& Red HDX Model
Gokl & Copper HDX Model
Gold & Red HDX Model
Gold & Gokl HDX Model
White & Gold World Class 165 g.
(signature model, In the package)
Blank

80-e

80-e
80-e

?
5+

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --·
6/82

Brown

80-e

Gold Flying Disc Magazlne

124

1/83

Peach

80-e

Copper & Gold HDX Model
Copper & Purple HDX Model
Purple & Gold HDX Model
Blank

5,000
1
1
5+

Green & Gold HDX Model
Green & Gold HDX Model
Silver & Purple HDX Model

?
?
?

BQ..e

80-e
80-e
184

Yellow

80-e

Green
Blue

80-e
80-e

HDXTM list submitted by Darrell Lynn with Spincerely Memphis, 1N.
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DOS &DON'TS

The First Golf Discs

for the Beginning Collector
Disc Golf Association

DO
1. Specialize in collecting , e.g. hotstamps, color,
manufacturer.
2. Obtain a duplic~te for selling or trading, if and when
possible .
3. Protect your investment; store discs in plastic bags and/
or clean pizza boxes in a cool, dry , dark location.
4 . Inspect your discs closely for changes like retooling , etc.
5. Seek information from honest and reputable disc
dealers on your collectable discs .
6. Collect discs in mint or as near mint condition as
possible .
7. Let other people know you collect.
8. Join the IFDCA.

DON'T
1. Stack discs. This can cause scratches, rub marks,
warpage.
2. Store in direct hot and cold temperture changes .
3. Buy from anyone who won 't guarantee the sale.
4. Smoke around uncovered discs . This can cause smoke
damage .
5. Rush into a deal ; think about it first.
6. Forget garage sales or flea markets for good deals .
7. Forget to have fun collecting .

Night Flyer
Midnight Flyer

AMFVoit
21cm
23cm

Brand X
1st Run 200
40Xmold
44Xmold

Discraft
Sky Star

Destiny
Putter

Champion
Eagle

Scorpions • Stingrays • Cobras • Cobra Oassics • Vipers • Roes •
Phenixes • XDs • Whippets • Aviars • Aviar Putters • Birdie Putters
• Hammers • Dolphins • Sharks • Barracudas • Condors • Lynxes •
Zephyrs • Jaguars • Aviar Sport Models • Apples • Golf Apples •
Glow Discs • Super Novas • Eclipses • Tracers • Marauders • Vortexes
• Shadows • Sky-Streaks • Ultrastars • Sky Stylers • Dauntlesses •
Stealths • Bearcats • Rubber Putters • Flying Fortresses • Tomcats •
Spitfires • Hornets • F-15s • Corsairs • Blackbirds • Upshots • Hellcats
• Super Puppies • Dimples • 86 Softies • 77 Molds • 78 Molds • 71
Molds • 44 Molds • U-Maxes • HDX 165 • Pro Model #1s • Pro Model
#2s • Hi Tee #1 Drivers • Hi Tee #2 Drivers • Hi Tee #3 Approaches •
Hi Tee #4 Roller-Putters • Gumbputts • Factor 1 Whippets • Factor 1
Vipers • Factor 4 Aviars • Factor 4 Aviar Putters • FB6s • FB3s • Guts
Discs • DDC Discs • Sky Pros • Stir-Fried Clothing • MG Sportswear
• Minis • Mini-Sota Pole Holes • Golf Towels • Wall City Disc Golf Bags • World's Biggest Merchandise •
A Huge Variety of Custom Discs • Oassic Discs • The Flying Eye Disc Collection • Wall City Hip Packs, Flat
Packs, Fanny Packs, and Bottle Packs • Course Directories • Rules for Disc Golf • Disc Golf World News Shirts
& Hats • And more items being added all the time.
And of course, only at Disc Golf World can you get Disc Golf World News, the disc golfer's first source
of news, information, instruction, and entertainment. Subscriptions are only $12 for 4large issues. Sign up
for 8 issues and get a free mini.

Write or call today for your FREE Disc Golf World Sales Catalogue.

Disc Golf World • P. 0. Box 4474 • Overland Park, KS 66204 • (913) 648-1905
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Disc Golf Association's

Night Flyer
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The first golf disc?
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Plastic Surgeon
Dr. Donn Blake, Discology PHD
By Rick Neil
Introduction by fellow Plastic Surgeon Bob "Dr. Doom" Morton

In talking with Ed Headrick of the Disc Golf Association I
learned some things about the Night Flyer golf disc that I did
not know. I have always enjoyed talking plastic and try to
learn as much as I can about flying discs of all makes and
models. It is a most intriguing and vastly knowledgable
subject to me. I don't think there is a person alive that knows
all there is to know about flying discs, their production and
flight characteristics. However there are alotofknowledgable
collectors in the world, and I fmd myself learning something
from everyone I have ever talked to about it. I really do love
it and the comerderie that goes with it in conversation. It's a
great way to make new friends out of some of the fellow
competitors you'll meet at tournaments.
According to Ed the first Night Flyer had to be produced
sometime in late 1975 or early 1976. I have never seen a Night
Flyer with that early of a copyrighted hotstamp, though they
could have existed and were thrown and trashed up. I am
fortunate to own one in my collection which has a copyright
©dateof1978. Ed said "We had to be throwing something at
the Pole Holes® 'cause we had courses in 1976."
Ed created the formula for the Night Flyer golf disc and
special ordered the discs from Wham-0, Inc. He started
hotstamping the discs with the Night Flyer™ only to find out
that the trademark was already owned by a man or company in
the northeast United States, so he changed the name to Midnight Flyer™. Ed said he quit making the Night Flyer
immediately. When I asked how many were produced, Ed told
me only 1,000 give or take a few. I was really surprised!
Ed also told me, "It really was a coincidence they were
made of glow material. Moonlighter plastic was used to make
the discs weigh more. Only 18% glow material was used in the
molding process to achieve heavier discs back then. In the
Midnight Flyer™ 40% to 45% glow material was used. The
glow material was more compatible with the polyethylene
plastic material. The 40% to 45% glow material used in the
Midnight FlyerTM made them glow alot brighter and last
longer at night."

It is my pleasure to announce that as a regular feature
of this publication, we will be taking your questions
concerning collectable discs and referring them to a
renown and prominent figure in the world of Discolo gy _
Doctor Donn Blake has agreed to field your questions
and answer them from his vast personal knowledge of
flying discs. Dr. Donn has been a collector for quite some
time and in the process has become very knowledgable
and we are glad to have him available to help you and us.
As you might expect, we will try to consider all
different types and kinds of discs to tell you about
because the variety lends itself to so much interest
So no matter what manufacturer type, color, date of
any disc or discs you collector are interested in, Dr. Donn
will be glad to share the informaton he has so we all can
enjoy the history, the lore, and the technical aspects of
one of mankind's greatest inventions - the flying disc.
I personally guarantee Dr. Donn can and will perform
the most state-of-the-art plastic surgery to help any
collecting ailment you may have. Being a doctor myself
I know the responsibilty of such a great calling.
We hope you will enjoy the feature and maybe find out
something new. Drop us line with your questions on
Discology!

Editors Note:
Questions and answers will start appearing in the
next issue of IFDCA Newsletter.
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By : Rick Neil

Ernie Wilkinson worked as a salesman for Wharn-0 back in the 70's . He carne up with
a sales promotion gimmick in 197 4 to sell minis to Hallmark Cards Incorporated. Ernie
decided to use the then popular Raggedy Ann doll as a logo on a mini for Hallmark, and
had Wharn-0 print up about 100 Raggedy Ann doll labels with "Hallmark Cards" printed
below.
These minis were produced and sent to Hallmark Cards to see if they would be interested
in mass producing them for resale in their card shops around the country. Hallmark never
went with the idea. In talking with Ed Headrick, I learned there were less than 100
Raggedy Ann mini labels made. The labels were put on white nipple * minis and most of
them given to collectors. According to Stan Korth of Oklahoma City , "Back then (the 70's)
minis were hard to come by. I personally went to California in 1975 and they (Wham -0 )
gave me about 15 Raggedy Ann minis ."
Hallmark did finally order pocket pros from Wharn-0 later in the 80's. The pocket pros
had the I • You hotstamp on them. At the 1980 or 1981 World Frisbee® Championships
(WFC) tournaments one of the Raggedy Ann minis was auctioned off for $50.00. Today
a Raggedy Ann mini may sell for $75.00 to $100.00 on the collector's market.

* Nipple minis have a raised nipple area underneath on the bottom of the mini mold. More
on this subject in the future.
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The Eagle Soars
By: Rick Neil

The Champion Eagle landed in 1983, however the Eagle
didn't soar long on the golf scene. But it was one of the most
popular golf discs ever in existence. Many aspects of the
Eagle were never realized by those who enjoyed it as a
throwable golf disc or a desirable collectable. I hope this
article will enlighten all those who came to love the Champion
Eagle. The research of this article provided me with new
knowledge about the magnificent Eagle.
In talking to Tim Selinske, Champion's Production Manager, I learned that Champion ran "test shots" of the Eagle to
check out the design and flight characteristics. Tim told me
that 50 to 75 were run in each color of orange, pink, and yellow.
A limited few of the test shots were clear in color and all colors
had no hotstamp (called "Bald Eagles"). All these test shots
were made in extra hard plastic. He said the hard plastic
wasn't what they (Champion) wanted so the first production
run of 2,000 to 2,500 was run in a softer orange plastic. Most
of these first run Eagles had white specks of the weighted
material showing through the plastic. This material is generally
used to give golf discs their weight. The discs were still not as
soft as they had hoped to achieve. The second production run
of Eagles was the main production run of 7,000 to 7,500 discs.
These were in four colors- orange, pink, yellow, blue. Tim told
me that only 2,000 yellow were run and 1,000 in the light
weight blue color. The remaining 4,000to4,500 were produced
in orange and pink. All of these had the ™ (trademark) next
to the "CHAMPION" on the hotstamp. Later this ™ was removed before the Aero was introduced.
In talking to Dave Dunipace, Champion's Technical Standards Manager, I learned that the Eagle was suppose to be
produced more like the Aero. Dave said the molder made the
Eagle to simplify the production process for himself.

Thus Dave Dunipace requested the molder to retoolthe Eagle
mold into the Aero like the original specs called for. Dave said
that the Eagle was suppose to be more of a stable flying disc
instead of it's S-curved flight characteristics, which made
Champion want to retool the Eagle in the first place. Also in
talking to Champion's managers I learned that the name
"Eagle" was the first choice for their first production disc but
was later changed to the "Aero" because of a toy disc already
being called Eagle. So to avoid probfems when the retooled
mold was finished Champion changed the name from Eagle
to Aero.
The main production run of the Eagle had received onfy 5
different premium hotstamps, other than the predominate
Champion Star or "Champ Stamp". Above is a copy of 3oft he
5 and the more popular "Champ Stamp" (IM). We hope to
receive the other two hotstamp artworks at a later date which
we will produce in a later newsletter update to this article. Less
than fifty of the main production run had no hotstamp, making
these "Bald Eagles" an extreme rarity . According to Dave
most of these "Bald Eagles" were owned back then by Bob
Heim and Randy Amann both of California. The 1983 PDGA
World Disc Golf Championship artwork was produced on the
Eagle and is shown above. Tim didn't have the exact production numbers for how many were made with these premium
hotstamps but estimated that Discovering the World had 500
to 1,000 imprinted and Orbitor's Odyssey had 500 to 1,000 or
more custom printed . Tulsa's own River Runner had around
200 printed with the rarest color being yellow with only 50
made. The other two (not shown) was Mark Horn's Mungazine
Pro Shop at Oak Grove with only 200 produced and Borland's
Physical Therapy of California with only 100 made in light
weight blue!
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Reader•s Forum
What was your first collectable?
How did you find your first or hottest disc?
Send in your comments on how you started
collecting rare discs!
This is your forum to discuss anything you want!
Write in !

Got a disc for sale, trade, or looking to buy a
certain disc to complete your collection?
Write us and let us know !
50 words or less
Members - Free
Non - Members - $5.00
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* Receive a Custom Membership
Mini Frisbee® with your Name on it!

All for Only $10.00 annually!
allow 2-3 weeks for delivery
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP
TELEPHONE t

Mail to:

(

--~-------------------LF.D.C.A. P.O. Baa: 470794 Tulsa, OK. 74147-0794

~-----------------· _____________ q~~-~!~~~~!-~~-~~-~E_!~~-r~~~~--------------------------------~~o ?stGNMEIIPFOR $ 97 ~(/fitlfi'OLIKEA $1197
U
1;~0. SIX MONTHS ••• 6•
U JClJ, FULL YEAR . •• •
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDREss _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Please Send Check
or Money Order to:
DISC GOLF JOURNAL

CITY/STATE/ZIP- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1801 RICHARDSON #6
PHONE - - - - - - - - - - -- - -

URBANA, IL 61801
(217) 344-3552

THIS SPECIAL OFFER ENOS JULY 31, 1993 -ACT NOW!
Sale prices good in U.S. only; regular rates: $17.97 U.S., $21.97 Canada, $24.97 Overseas
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For Everything You Need .....
In Your Rotating World!
I

••
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Golf Discs

Hacky Sacks

(New & Old)

"Stylers"
"Jammers"
"Shredders"

Ultimate Discs
Freestyle Discs
Guts Discs
DOC Discs
Fastbacks

(MTA & K-9)

Minis
Aerobies

Flying

..

\~

'

Accessories
Disc In Hand Trophies
Custom Plaques
Chums
Wristowels
Golf Disc Towels
Golf Caps
Tournament Tee Shirts
(New & Old)
Up Time®
Books
Old I.F.A. Magazines
"Complete Your Collection"
Silicone Spray

Clippers

"Tangent"
"Tetra"
"Octoe"

Soc Soc
"Kenny Shults"
• Pat Bieber"

Brine
"Eclipse"

We carry a full line of discs made from these manufacturers:
lnnova-Champion; Lightning; Discraft; Destiny-Dynamic; Wham-0; Disc Golf Assoc.

Just broke your old golf disc ....
Big tournament coming up and need a replacement?
Who You Genna Caii? .... ~ISt ~ II1~EI'"S,u:c.

(918)622-6648
IFDCA
P.O. Box 470794
Tulsa, OK 74147-0794
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